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Globalisation    Tectonic and Weather Hazards   Climate change and UK Physical landscapes   
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• What is globalisation? 

• Role of social media in creating a more connected world 

• Transport, travel and the internet in ‘shrinking the world’ 

• Role and impact of Transnational Companies 

• Nike as a TNC 

• Impacts of Transnational Companies 

• Interdependence within the globalised world 

• Patterns of global trade 

• Fairtrade products and benefits 

• Bananas as a Fairtrade product 

• Types of aid and their uses 

• The millennium development goals and an evaluation of how effective 
they have been 

 
Resources Here  

• What are hazards? 

• Types of hazard 

• Factors which alter hazard risk  

• Plate tectonic theory  

• Plate boundary types and relation to hazards 

• Causes of Earthquakes 

• Earthquake case studies from contrasting areas of the world  

• Distribution of hazards 

• Formation of tropical storms  

• Causes, effects and responses to case study tropical storm 

• UK weather hazards 

• Changing patterns in UK weather 

• Case study UK extreme weather event 
 

Resources Here  

• Historic changes to climate 

• Measuring climate over geologic time scales 

• Natural causes of climatic change 

• Human causes of climatic change 

• Impacts of climate change on a global, national and local scale 

• Mitigation measures to control climate change  

• Adaptation measure to deal with the effects of climate change  

• Steps we can take to manage climate change  

• Location of UK uplands and Lowlands 

• Role of Geology in formation of uplands and lowlands 

• Location and names of major UK river systems  
 
 
 

Resources Here  
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Links to previous learning  
This module gets students to investigate the interconnections found in the 
modern world and questions their understanding of ‘places’ being individual. It 
introduces ideas of inequality which becomes a key theme of GCSE Geography. It 
ties closely to history through looking at trade links and busines studies work. 
Links to the curriculum include:  
 
<- Y7 Characteristics of NEEs, Brazil and China (Globetrotters) 
<- Y8 Global population patterns and reasons  (People and Places) 
 

 
Links to future learning  

 
-> Y11 Employment patterns and trade (Changing economic world )  
-> Y12 Impacts of trade/manufacturing on place (Changing Places 
-> Y13 Patterns and reasons for global trade (Global Systems and Governance) 
 

Links to previous learning  
Introducing the GCSE topic of natural hazards with a growing emphasis on the 
skills required at KS4. This work will relate to work completed at KS2 for some and 
closely links to aspects of the science curriculum. Through the use of multiple 
case studies students need to apply the knowledge they learn to unique 
examples. Links to the curriculum include:  
 
<- Y8 Rainfall and weather patterns (Wet World) 
 
 

Links to future learning  
 

-> Y11 Impacts of extreme conditions on trade (Changing economic world) 
->Y12 Tectonic and weather hazards (Natural Hazards) 
 

Links to previous learning  
Investigating climate change as a hazard students look at the human 
and natural causes before engaging in debate about the most 
appropriate solution. Considering the ethical issues about the topic 
extends thinking further. The final section links back to the UK 
Geography studied in Y7 to set up work for year 10. . Links to the 
curriculum include: 
 
<- Y7 UK Geography (Globetrotters) 
<- Y8 Sea level rise  (Coasts) 
<- Y8 Weather patterns and flooding (Wet World) 
 

Links to future learning 
-> Y10 Location of key physical landscapes (UK Physical Landscapes)  
->Y12 Coastal flooding and sea level change (Coastal Systems) 
-> Y13 Climate change (Water and Carbon Cycles) 
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Formative assessment  

•  ‘Geog my memory’ knowledge review 

• Teacher assessment of class work 

• Exam style questions completed in class and reviewed by staff, self and 
peers 

 
 

Summative assessment  
 

• Globalisation essay (following 1-hour debate and plan) 

• Globalisation end of unit examination (1 hour) 
 

Formative assessment  

• ‘Geog my memory’ Knowledge review 

• End of topic revision quiz on Satchel: One 

• Teacher assessment of class work 

• Exam questions completed in class and reviewed by staff, self and peers 
 
 

Summative assessment  

• Hazards and tectonic hazards mid-unit assessment (1-hour test) 

• Weather hazards mid-unit Examination (45-minute test) 

Formative assessment  
 

• Geog my memory’ Knowledge review 

• End of topic revision quiz on Satchel: One 

• Teacher assessment of class work 

• Fieldwork write up processes assessed  
 

Summative assessment 
 

• End of year assessment (1-hour test covering knowledge and skills 
from previous topics) 

• Hazards end of unit examination (1-hour test, GCSE Past paper) 
 
 

LINKS  Current Geographic Issues  Current natural hazards  Follow Us  

 

https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/
https://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
https://colin.campden.school/course/view.php?id=3329&section=1
https://www.internetgeography.net/extreme-weather-in-the-uk-2019/
https://colin.campden.school/mod/folder/view.php?id=20540
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/climate-change/causes-of-climate-change
https://colin.campden.school/mod/folder/view.php?id=19463
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news
https://maps.ngdc.noaa.gov/viewers/hazards/
https://twitter.com/CampdenGeograph

